	WE THREE KINGS - Q – What was the most important thing on USS Frank Knox? A –Water! EQUIPMENT WE LOVE….TO HATE – Evaporators, the  equipment that produced water for the boilers, drinking and showering as well as cooking. “Having sufficient feedwater for the engineering plant and potable water was always a challenge” writes one Engineering officer. He continues “we prided ourselves on dry bilges to the max extent possible. Having a ‘tight’ engineering plant so that the greatest amount of water was saved for ‘recycling’ which reduced the amount of water that had to be made.” The Knox went to sea with full tanks of fresh water procured while in port. As water was consumed while under way it was the job of the Water King to manage the evaporators and replace the consumed water. Engineering Officer Bob Sheridan, 1968-1970, writes “there was a set of evaporators in each engine room. We only kept the forward, larger capacity set going because it was hard to ensure good watch-standing without the EOOW keeping an eye on things in One Main.” Sheridan’s MPA, main propulsion assistant, was ENS Skip Dittmann. MMCS Thompson and MMC Lyons were the lead CPO’s. There was a smaller set of evaporators in the After-Engine Room and they were lit off on occasion to test or to use if the water situation got desperate. Good watch standing was important – a mistake would salt up a feed tank. I don’t think we ever used the “evaps” back in after engine room to distill feed water on the entire WESTPAC cruise” adds Sheridan. “I remember most of the pumps were the same on both sets (of “evaps”) so we could use the same set of equipment from the After” Evaps” to sub for the down pumps in the Forward “Evaps.”

	How did the Knox produce water for the boilers and potable water for crew and cooking? On a good day, the Knox could make about 15,000 gallons of water, this works out to about 30 gal/crew member/day per one EO. Sea water is pumped into the evaporators where it is heated above 140F. Salt content is reduced and impurities are eliminated. Boiler scaling, that hard white deposit, comes from calcium sulfate, is controlled by injecting a weak citric acid solution into the sea water feed. This water becomes boiler feed water. Potable water for human consumption and cooking goes through a distiller and is pumped into separate potable water tanks. Since the evaporator and the distiller are part of the same unit, potable water can be affected if there is a problem at the sea water intake. Irv Eisenberg and Dutch Harms both recall the degrading of the fresh water supply when a drowned pilot became lodged in the salt water intake of the Knox. The responsibility for the system belonged to the “Water King” who reported to the MPA (main propulsion assistant). Sheridan finishes “there were a couple of MMs that were really good on the “evaps’. These guys were worth their weight in gold.”

	WE THREE KINGS - There were always “Kings” aboard the Knox, three of them to be exact. The “water king” mentioned above monitored and maintained the evaporator/distiller system on the Knox. The “oil king” was responsible for the fuel supply, monitoring the fuel level and checking onboard and incoming fuel for contamination. The third “king” was the “Jack of the Dust” who was responsible for breaking out supplies for the cooks, meal by meal, day by day. He was also responsible for storing the supplies that came on board during Unrep/VertRep. None of these lead petty officers stood watch. Their responsibilities were 24/7 and the demands heavy at times. As you think about the meal on the tray in front of you and sip your coffee remember that all three of these “kings” worked behind the scenes to keep the Knox running smoothly. One “king” has come forward
and it is none other than William “Bill” Bullock, SS3, Jack of the Dust during his time aboard 1960-6. Bill is a farmer in Omak WA growing fruits and other crops.

